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S.J. theater group turns 40,
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HONORING THE FALLEN

A.S. votes
to oppose
Prop. 74, 76
Board urges new space
for student organizations
BY LYDIA SARRAILLE
Daily Staff Write!

KEVIN WHITE / DAILY STAFF

Nadia McCaffrey, the mother of Sgt. Patrick McCaffrey, who was killed on June 22, 2004, near Balad, Iraq, holds a picture of her son and a
sign of protest at a candlelight vigil Wednesday. The event that took place in front of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint library was held to
commemorated fallen U.S. soldiers in Iraq, whose number now totals 2000.,

Vigil marks 2,003 soldiers killed

Candles
were lit on
the corner
of Fourth
and San
Fernando
streets
Wednesday ,
to honor the
now 2,000
U.S. soldiers
who have
died in Iraq.

BY DAVIDA ROSS
Daily Staff Writet

KEVIN WHITE / DAILY STAFF

Isis and San
Students, anti -war
Jose residents gathered ,,,liside the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr..In lit i ovary on
Wednesday fiir a candle lig , il honoring fallen soldiers in Iraq.
The death toll for U.S. s,.1,licrs in
Mt the
Iraq reached 2.000 Tuesda

death of Staff Sgt. George T. Alexander
Jr., according to Pentagon -confirmed
reports.
Vida Shahamat, one of the vigil’s organizers, said it is important to send a
message to the people and to Congress
about the unfortunate milestone.
see VIGIL, page 5

Students seek to help disaster victims
American Red Cross training new caseworkers on campus
BY CHRISTINE BARKER
Daily Staff Writer
It’s been two months since
the disaster known as Hurricane
Katrina swept through the Gulf
Coast area, and wiped out everything in its path.
With Hurricanes Rita and
Wilma following in Katrina’s
wake, people are reeling with grief
and anguish from the aftermath of
Mother Nature’s fury.

That’s why a group of psychology students, in partnership with
the American Red Cross. are going
to train to become caseworkers for
the Red Cross and put the skills
they’ve learned in college to use
with real people.
On Friday. the Red Cross will
he on campus to train students to
become family caseworkers and
possibly be sent to the Southeast
during winter break.
"When disaster hit in New

Orleans a lot of students were at
a loss for words.- said Melodic
Doyle, a senior majoring in psychology and president of Psi Chi,
the psychology department’s honor society.
Doyle said she didn’t know
how to help, but got an idea
from the example set by Phyllis
Nakamura, an administrative
support coordinator for the department
-Phyllis started a disaster

relict drive and rat ..ed over
$1.000," Doyle said -till,: set up
fliers, talked to WI ii ’iii departments and tangible things started
to happen."
With the help of student officers in Psi Chi and other department advisers, the group teamed
up with the Red Cross to train
SJSU students as family case vs
see RED CROSS, page 4

The Associated Students
Board of Directors passed three
resolutions at Wednesday’s
board meeting for which they
cited students’ interests as key
motivators.
Two of the resolutions were
in opposition to California legislative propositions 74 and 76
on the Nov. 8 ballot,
Rebecca Balderas, A.S. director of legislative affairs and
one of the authors of the resolution against Proposition 74.
said it would make it harder for
public school teachers to effectively do their Os.
The A.s tesolution againsi
the legislation stated that
students
A.S.
encourages
to vote against Proposition
74 because San Jose State
helps
educate
University
thousands 01 leachers through
credential programs and that
SJSU was founded in 1857 as
a Normal School for the education of teachers.
-There’s no language in this
that allows for issues that may
hinder new teachers," Balderas
said.
Balderas said such issues
might include budget cuts that
increase class size and shortages of materials,
The A.S. resolution against
Proposition 76 said that if
passed, the proposition would
empower the governor to
cut public school funding by
more than $4 billion, \shich.
according to the resolution.
would lead to overcrowded
classrooms and laying off
teachers.
Proposition 76 would overturn Proposition 98. Icgislation that established minimum
guidelines for funding public
education.
Balderas said Proposition 76
would also keep the state from

repaying the $2 billion that
Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger
appropriated from public education. 17 percent of which was
made up of student fees.
Both resolutions opposing
these propositions were unanimously passed by A.S.
The third resolution brought
before the board caused an indepth discussion among the
members of the board as to
the best interests of students
in terms of the allocation of the
space occupied by Student Life
and Leadership in the old caleteria building.
Alfonso De Alba. A.S. ex ecutive director, said he was
concerned that the debate over
nhethei to etwourage the space
he used for student organizalions or the A.S. Print Shop became too narrow in scope.
"Don’t look at this issue only
in terms of the students versus
the print shop.- De Alba told
board members, saying both
choices would ultimately ben efit the students.
Alex Ramos. A.S. controller, caused further controversy
by suggesting that $150,(XX) be
allocated to the development of
space for students organizations
De Alba spoke up against
that idea and Jason Fithian,
director of governing affairs,
said he was in favor of the
original motion and that student organizations have been
promised space in the past and
that it has yet to be delivered.
Alberto
President
A.S.
Guitierrez said he believes he
was elected to represent the
hest interests of the students and
said he supported the motion to
direct De Alba to encourage
that the space he allocated for
student organization.
The board passed the motion, but any final decision on
how to allocate space on campus is up to the university administration.

Nicaraguan poet espouses revolutionary views at SJSU
BY CHRISTINA YOUNG
Daily Staff Wt itet
Father Ernesto Cardenal read
excerpts of his book "Cosmic
Canticle" to San Jose State
University students, faculty and
community members Tuesday
evening in the Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. Joint Library.
former
Vargas.
Roberto
Nicaraguan diplomat and former
associate director of the arts in San
Francisco, translated for Cardenal.
who read from his book and answered questions from the audience in Spanish.
Diana Jauregui, a junior majoring in social work, said Cardenal’s
words encouraged her.
"He said the youth have the answers," Jauregui said. "That’s empowering and it tells you that the

youth have a task and they need to
be doing something in order to better their communities."
Jauregui said she didn’t know
much about Cardenal until she
came to the reading.
Cardenal studied literature and
poetry under the influence of political American poets such as Ezra
Pound. Ordained as a Catholic
priest, Cardenal was an advocate
of liberation theology and was
eventually suspended from the
ministry by Pope John Paul II for
his involvement with the Marxist influenced Sandinista government,
which governed Nicaragua after
the fall of the Somoza regime in
1979.
Cardenal served as ministry of
culture under the Sandinista government.
Alan Soldofsky. director of

the creative writing program at
SJSU, said Cardenal played a
unique historical role in politics
and poetry.
"He represents the bringing together of revolutionary
politics to remove hierarchies
of power and oppression in his
country with the democratization
and modernization of poetry,"
Soldofsky said.
Cardenal took literature that
was created for the elite and made
it more available to everybody.
Soldofsky said.
Poetry, like revolution, is something that is created for the people,
by the people, which is why they are
so closely connected, Cardenal said.
Vargas said Cardenal did not
realize he would spend 30 years
writing "Cosmic Canticle."
"Frankly, he never felt it was

quite finished, but he had a publishing deadline," Vargas said. "It’s
still a work in progress."
Cardenal covers a broad range
of topics in -Cosmic Canticle."
He discusses evolution. criticizes
U.S. presidents and describes
Hollywood as a town of walls
"with nothing behind them."
Tuesday’s reading was followed by a forum with Cardenal
on Wednesday afternoon. The
event began with Mitch Berman,
director for the SJSU Center of
Literary Arts, asking Cardenal how
he maintained his health and high
energy level at age 80.
"I don’t know what energy
you’re talking about," Cardenal
replied.
see CARDENAL, page 4
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After reading from his new book "Cosmic Canticle," Father Emesto
Cardenal signs copies of his book for the public on the second floor
of the Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library in room 225 on Monday
night.
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Is there any circumstance where it is
permissible to torture peoplefor information?
Torture is morally wrong and is a
violation of our basic human rights.

NO

Giving the CIA the power to torture
would help make the country safer.

Under no circumstances is it morally permissible to torture an individual for information. After all, throughout our schooling we are taught to
treat others the way we want to be treated. We are also taught the difference between right and wrong. We learn these rules and we are supposed
to follow them. We are supposed to follow the golden rule.
The golden rule states that you should treat others in the exact way
you would like to be treated. When I was in elementary school, we were
supposed to be nice to others and show them the respect we wanted in
return. We were taught what morals were and what was morally acceptable.
But what does it mean to be "moral"? According to the Cambridge
dictionary."moral" refers to the principles that you or other people consider to be right, honest or acceptable.
they vary with reliOf course, we don’t all have the same morals
gion, upbringing and nationality. However, following the golden rule is
something many people share.
So then, how can torturing someone for information he morally acceptable’?
It shows a disregard for the human race.
It shows that some people will do anything
to obtain information and how inhumane
people can be.
Is it the right or honest thing to do? Of
course not. It is immoral and shouldn’t be
done.
Just look at the Abu Ghraib scandal.
American soldiers tortured and humiliPATRICIA IBARRA
ated prisoners. They took obscene pictures
of them and dehumanized them. It would be
accurate to say that the soldiers did not follow the golden rule. They did
not treat the prisoners the way they wanted to be treated. They used their
power to torture prisoners to get information.
So then, what about the consequence, ’ For every action, there is an
equal or greater reaction.
Torturing someone for information may lead to inaccurate information. Perhaps the individual being tortured wants the torturing to stop and
blurts out anything to stop it. Suppose that information is taken seriously
and action is taken. What happens then?
Who will be to blame for the consequences, the tortured or the torturer’?
Those involved in Abu Ghraib scandal were put on trial for what they
did. They suffered the consequences for their actions and were subsequently sentenced to prison time.
Overall, torture is not an acceptable way to get information from
someone. The Abu Ghraib scandal made American soldiers look worse
than the people they are lighting against.
Wouldn’t an interrogation without torture work out better than torturing someone to get an answer that could possibly he a lie?
Takiny a chance and torturing someone could cause more harm than
good.

The word torture conjures up horrible images in the minds of most
people, and strikes an almost uni ersal chord against humanity. as torture has a ni!,riad of complication, associated with it.
To doubt these mitral implications would be to doubt the concept
of torture itch. that committing torture is a terrible degrading act that
ought to be used only as a last resort, but is sometimes the only method
to get necessary information.
This week. Vice President Dick Cheney proposed a solution for the
problem associated with the extreme abuse of prisoners to stop the outsourcing of torture to foreign governments in tbreign countries.
According to The New York Times. Cheney would like the CIA to
be able to extract information by any means. The U.S. is certainly not in
the business of torturing people for fun. but Cheney’s proposal v add
give the president the power to allow government agencies, namely the
CIA. to torture prisoners "as long as that behavior was part of ’,:ounterterrorism operations conducted abroad’ and they v ere not American
citizens."
Torture has been used successfully since
the beginning of time, including a series of
wars including France’s battle for Algiers in
the 1950s. Argentina’s Dirty War in the 1970s
and Britain’s Northern Ireland conflict also in
the 1970s.
Beginning in the 1920s American social
scientists began transferring their research on
small animals to humans in what was called
"human engineering."
The Cold War fueled even more research
RACHAEL HAMILTON
into torture tactics in the 1950s. According to
the School of the America Watch Web site.
"The CIA became involved and between 1950 and 1962 the CIA led secret research into coercion and consciousness techniques that reached a
billion dollars at the peak."
The fact that so much thought and research has gone into torture.
some even calling it a science, might lead one to believe that it must be
an effective strategy otherwise it would not exist to be controversial.
Methods used at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo Bay are examples of
the CIA’s basic torture techniques such as stress positions, sensory deprivation and sexual humiliation.
Except for the sexual humiliation, which we as a society realize is
crossing the line, the other torture techniques aren’t all that had comparatively.
If for instance. on Sept. II. 21X/1. we had had prior knowledge of
someone who knew what was going to happen to the World Trade
Center. perhaps they could have been detained and tortured to extract
that information that would have saved the lives of .3.000 innocent
people.
Another instance torture could be acceptable would be if the president or any other important figure’s life was in imminent danger. The
bottom line is that a nation must protect itself against any enemy that
wishes to undermine it. This is called survival on a global scale.
There is nothing wrong ss ith this. Shouldn’t a country look after its
interests first if it means protecting the welfare of the good people that
make it what it is?

llhisfratinn by Elizabeth Nguyen
Rae had Hamilton is a Spartan Daily staff writer

Patricia Marra is a Spartan Daily staff writer.
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"Yes, if there was solid
proof that they did
something or were going
to do something."

COMPILED BY PRISCILLA WOO; PHOTOS BY DANIEL SATO

Cassandra Kettler,

"Yes. If there’s
information like a
bombing, then we
should that
information."
Philip Ha,

freshman,
occupational therapy

sophomore,
marketing

"No. It goes against
.freedom of speech. You
should not be forced to
say anything."

"No. Even if they know
something, I think it’s
still morally wrong to
torture someone for it."

"No. It is morally not
permissible because it
goes against human
rights."

Abhishek Gupta,

Sonny Sharma,

Sandra Khishen,

Kavita Khurana,

graduate student,
computer engineering

sophomore,
hospitality management

freshman,
criminal justice

graduate student,
theatre arts

"Yes, when it is in the
best interest of’ the
nation.

--JOHN MYERS’
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Readers are

encouraged to espies. themselves on the
"
page with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a response to an issue
point of view that has appeared in the
Spartan Daily.
Only letters between 200 to goo words will
be considered for publication.
Submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and may be edited for clarity, grammar.
libel and length. Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone number, sign,
ture and major.
Submissions may be placed in the tatters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at spartandaily(gcasa.
xisusedu or mailed to the Spartan Daily
Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San Jose,
CA 95192-55149.
Editorials are written by and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do
not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan
Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or 5,151.1.
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MR MOJO RISIN’

MTV is to blame for the sub -standard state of modern music
Remember when you used to want your MTV?
Last week, one of my friends jumped on my computer and set iTunes to the online radio station of
"The Hottest Top 40 Hitzzz." I left the room for a
second and came back to find Ashlee Simpson’s voice
poisoning my precious computatorial jukebox. The
speakers of my laptop are now irrevocably tainted.
It’s horrible.
Now, it’s not that I don’t like modem music. Well,
yes it is. but I feel I should specify. I don’t like mainstream modem music.
Why is this, you ask?
I don’t like mainstream modern music for the simple reason that, by and large, it is no longer about an
artist making music for the sake of making music, but
making music for the "riches" and the "bitches."
I know musicians are people too and they’ve got
bills to pay just like anyone else. But how hard can it
be to make music with a positive message? You know,
something other than how cool they are or how they
can’t stand living without someone.
Since the rise of the music video and MTV in the

1980s, if musicians or groups want to make it big, listeners away with her amazing you ’
Probably. not.
they have to look attractive on screen as well as have
When they started out, none of these people were
a pop sound. Gradually, music has become shallower
considered the most phy sically attractive of
and shallower as a musician’s physical appeople. hut they \5 role and pertormed some
pearance has become more and more on
of the world’s most %%ell known and oft display.
covered songs. Their lyriss often spoke of
Think back to some of the musicians
that became famous in the 1950s, ’60s and
revolution, peace and understanding rather
’70s. If looks were as important to a musithan materialism and shallowness. Think of
how many great songs that they and other
cian’s career back then as they are now, do
musicians wrote that just would not have
you honestly think people like Bob Dylan,
had the chance to be made had today’s
Janis Joplin, Jerry Garcia or Mama Cass
standards of celebrity musicians had been
Elliott would have made it as big as they
in place.
did?
Instead of looking for talented musicians
Would Bob Dylan have had the chance
JOE SHREVE
with meaningful messages such as peace and
to become "The Voice of His Generation"?
understanding. record labels look for the most
Would Janis Joplin have had the chance
to do her breakthrough performance at the Monterey "marketable" vocalists and groups. even going so
far as to create them by themselves i.e. boy hands.
Pop Festival?
Would Jerry Garcia and the Grateful Dead have Britney Spears. etc.).
This shallowness in selecting musicians actually
had the chance to attract legions of "Deadheads"?
soo_
Would Mama Cass have had the chance to blow Ills quite vs cli its our "itidge a book Its its OA

tak): a chance and buy
Hie sad thing is. there is a ton of great music out

you have to seek it
out. Look in the local .101st section in your neighborhood independent recoid store. Go catch a local act in
Santa Cruz or San Frany isco
they re usually lots of
fun and not Ver) eSpensise. And a lot of times, their
lyrics are quite good and meaningful.
How touch amazing music have we missed out on

there being made es cry day. but

already ’

MAY many artists nes er got the chance to share
their music vs 1111
%% Mid, simply because they
%%en:WI lucky enolq211 ii oOk likeJesska Simpson or
the Backstreet Ito>’
Nr RI ILIA had to live !.o1.11 k1111111 N1TV, didn’t you?

Joe Shreve is a Spartan 0,1,19 copy editor. "Mr.
moje
appeal 9 1141
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pparently. if we see an attractive person on teleii ii or on the Loser of a compact disc case, we’ll
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Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members.The deadline for
entries is noon three working days before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY

There will be an Asian American

Islander discussion
series from noon to 1:20 p.m, in
room 201 of the Administration
building. For more information.
contact Ellen Lin or Lynda
Yoshikawa at 924-5910.
itimieti s Rugby Club
There will be practice from
3:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on 10th
and Alma streets. For more
information. contact Melody
Ocampo at (530)574-0575.
Student Life and Leadership
Applications are being accepted
to learn how to train students to
address issues of 411%41-sit!. and
become counselors. You can
pick tip an application in the
Mosaic Cross Cultural Center
in the Student Union. For more
information. contact Nam
Ngyuen at 924-5963.
Listening Hour (.’oncert Series
There will be music and dance
from the Taylor 2 Dance
Company from 12:30 p.m. to
1:15 p.m. in the Music building
Concert Hall. For more
information, contact Joan Stubbe
at 924-4649.
Educated Persons Dialogue
There will be a discussion of
liberal education in curricular
integration from noon to 1 p.m.
in room 101 of the Instructional
Resources Center. For more
information, contact Annette
Nellen at 924-3608.
Society of Latino Engineers
There will be a meeting from

and Pacific

School of Art and Design
There will he an exhibition of
student art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the An and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information.
contact the gallery office at
924-4330.
Career Center
Resume Critique Drop-in will
he held from 1:30 p.m. to 3 p.m.
at the Career Center. For more
information. contact Marisa
Staker at 924-6171.
SJSU Catholic Campus Ministry
The Alpha Omega Student
Fellowship will hold a meeting
at 8 p.m. in the SIM] Catholic
Campus Ministry chapel. liii
more information, contact Kay
Polintan at 938-1610.
Asian Baptist Student Koinonia
There will be a Bible study at
7 p.m in the Guadalupe room
of the Student Union. For more
inlbrmation. contact Diane Kim
at 499-7153.
SIR; Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass will be held at 12:10 p.m.
in the SJSU Catholic Campus
Ministry chapel. For more
infonnation. contact Fr. Jose
Rubio at 938-1610.
Cowise/ing Services
There will he a general process
group from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in
room 201 of the Administration
building. For more information,
contact Ellen Lin or Rachel
Kitazono at 924-5910.
Counseling Services

aanera
Ccinemas
.
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p.m. to 7:30 p.m. in the
Almaden room of the Student
Union. For more information,
contact Ricardo Barajas at
924-3830.

Got Issues?
Column helps students solve life’s ordeals

FRIDAY
Schoo/ of Art and Design
There will be an exhibition of
student art from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
in the Art and Industrial Studies
buildings. For more information,
contact the gallery office at
924-4330.
Student Life and Leadership
Applications are being accepted
to learn how to train students
to address issues of diversity and
become counselors. You can pick
up an application in the Mosaic
Cross Cultural Center in the
Student Union.
SJS11 Catholic Campus Ministrs
Mass will he held at 12:10 p.m.
in the Catholic Campus Ministry.
Chapel. For more information.
contact Fr. Jose Rubio at
938-1610.
Career Center
Resume Critique Drop-in
will be held from 1:30 p.m.
to 3 p.m. at the Career Center.
For more information.
contact Marisa Staker at
924-6171.

Cupertino After School Program

PART-TIME
TEACHER NEEDED

Got an k , I [elated problem or question! lot) busy to solve it yourself.’ Want someone else to
worry no longer. In his new column "Spartan Solutions." the Spartan Daily’s very
help you ’
own I s, :ins’ Editor John Myers w ill do his best to answer two questions submitted by students
in each column. Just go to www.thespartandaily.com and click on letters to submit your problem
or question. Make sure to include your name. year. major and contact information.
1

I

I TER TO ’THE FIATOR

Having a brush with death can make He seem sweeter
Having iiintiv c,I

Icons

-Coaling

with

improves the qualits ut hie- in the Sept. 27

death

Spartan

Daily. 1 figure I should write something. On Sept. fi.
I had major surgery. 8 hours total. 5 hours in the room.
Ten Minutes from unconsciousness. I looked around
ef,1:, a room, the light going front dirty
0
y elitist. to logo orange -gold

Ms

eel were gyrating

of Ioggin-5 I
looked to my lett There. 4 feet ass is. 11, III) sincei in.
without his operating costume. I had Ow 11111 C,s1,,11 I
was meeting him on the street and sill."Ili. Duty"
It took him a few seconds I iv knowledge my
dolefully. J. in
greeting. He turned and looked at
utter depiessiOn. and walked assay lie stood on the
in a machine.

ow sonic Pilo essioil

other side ol the room. looking Ys OrSe than flIC. I .111.1.
".1,111 I dy

ump

I wondered, " Did he blow the operation
1 said. "I feel more like I’M dying than recovering "
Five hours later. they pumped me full of morphine.
Tomorrow I woke up thinking. ’’I’m alive. I feel I
Might luse "And, vol did.
I’m going through ups and downs. But. I and most
agree. I’ll live. So I drink the last glass of champagne,
and say. "Thank you. Lord. Let’s have one more
day."

J. Martin Nysted,
math.
Class of 96S

SPARTAN Happy Hour
Tuesday- Friday 4-7 pa

Teach K -6th English
plus HVV Support

3-6PM I Monday -Friday
ECE/Credentials welcome
Fax resume to:
408.241.6360

CHINATOWN
Chinese Fast

Food
MIME WOW,. St
14001 293 9047
Sun Fri Ilan+ effrn
A .7Comblnation Plebe:
2 hams for 13 99
\....2),
3 Items for 54 99 t

*

FREE rouvain Drink
ma, nva 4.4 war...me c..42_, nowt

100 South First Street foe the Fates/
401. 911. 9909 www.zyngsteoon
Tuesday- Sunday 1 lane-9pns
Friday 6 Saturday 1

Air

VS0

Up to $6.000
Angel...
Be an
Donate Eggs!

If yot., are 21.29 years old non-smoker
healthy bright and responsoble

Call Family Fertility Center
All ethnicities needed

1-800-939-6886

no tricks, just treats.
Sparta400$

New hot jobs posted daily on
SpartaJOBS, II ic5 Cat eer Centel
online job and internship hank

career
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University police educate about public safety
BY RACHAEL HAMILTON
Daily Staff W,
The University Police Department
is holding its annual Safety Fair this
week, which began Wednesday and
runs through today.
The yearly event consists of information booths meant to inform
students and is free to the general
public.
Valerie Pagpakhan, a senior majoring in nursing, said she Itrund
the fair "helpful and infoimative."
"It’s good they are discussing
drinking and driving, oserall it’s
a well rounded safety event," she
said.
UPD has a booth meant to
educate and inform students about
what is not permissible to bring on
campus including various weapons, drugs and paraphernalia.
UPD has copies of the new 2005
Annual University Safety Report
available, as well as Is cc ck lets aft( an

a Rape Aggression Defense course
offered by UPD.
Sgt. Robert Noriega said the
purpose of the tair is ii "e pose
students to the type of public safe
ty agencies available on campus
and in the community."
A YWCA Rape Crises Center
booth dedicated to providing information about sexual assault shins cases a display discussing sonic of
the current myths %mounding sexual assault and how they are false.
Booklets were available on surviving sexual assault including the
various stages of recovery and resources that can aid in the recovery
ptocess.
The FBI booth offered freebies
and booklets of statistics to inform
(Risers on k hi’, thcs should folios% the rules and specifically why
people should not di ink and drise.
A smashed car near the booth ii knit ties the potential for damage to one’s vehicle and possibly

one’s life as a result of drinking
and driving.
Sarina Hill. a senior majoring
in health science. tell that the Ian
hetieftsial. thew is lois
ci intoiniation to pick up %%Intl! is
great. 1 he Santa Clara County VI( tim
Witness .ssistrince (’enter has a
himaii puts ’ding inhumation and
resouices
ictinis of ciillICS.
I’lie Sauc I, se P011se 1 kpartnient
has a booth concentrated on le
continent. highlighting the incen
t is es and beirelits of a job with the
police depaitment.
lite Amor can Medical Respoikt,
Team is ids holding a booth gi inr
out information to piospe.. e pal..
inediks ui In enien
lies! indii
is ,iliu,ui said lie liked
iii
lot tiC
ilie
that l’InD .is so inxiilteil
commune% -It
l’I’D.ictiselvtiles ihmit
sat ety Sisadtecte said.

Campus police Detective Philip Kearney turns on a fog machine located inside a wrecked car meant to
simulate a drunk driving accident as part of the Safety Fair held on Paseo de Cesar Chavez on Wednesday.

RED CROSS - Students may be sent to Gulf Coast region if needed as relief workers for hurricane victims
continued from page 1
"I wanted to be helpful to other
people as well as you !reser knoss
if we’ll base a situation like that
here.- said Mark Castoreno, a senior majoring in psycliiilogy and a
volunteer for the program.
As a family Ca sets oi ker. the
students will -support
and families in the ieLot ii
process by addressing then immediate disastercaused needs. -

Doyle said.
Sonic students of San Jose
State Univeisity are contributing

hy rising their time and enerp
and
to he trained ht the Red
to he
making !helmets es
sent to the ( ;tilt Coast awa ii the
need arise
"I tell compelled to try and
do something to help out," said
Andros Rs an, a senior majoring in
hehuas iotal science and psycludogy
taking pan Ill the progiani. -Ai the
same time, being a college student
and being really busy and not has

ing a lot of money, I felt posverless
to really efle,:t change or do anything.fty,in said that by participating

CARDENAL - Priest says liberation
theology draws from U.S. poetry
continued from page 1
Much of tlw lest

14

Ihe discus-

sion had to (I() is tilt Catilenal’s

role in the Nicaraguan revolution
and Cardenals thoughts on the
current revolutiiik iii vcire/uelit.
obi
country
Each
non is dist HIS I. Catilenal said
Venezuela’s let olution 55 is not
result of Nicaragua’s.
Today, the Nicaraguan gosemment doesn’t is ant its people to
have Arum ledge in order to keep
them under oppression, Cardenal
said when asked about Nicaragua’s

increasing illiteracy rate.
The country is regressing back
to the ways of the Somoza dictatorship, Cardenal said.

James Front. a graduate sin
dent studying English and corn
Patti se literature, said he came
to the forum because a friend
of his who had finight in the
Nicaraguan revolutim had tecently passed away.
’hoot said he thought it would
be intetesting to get Cardenal’s
perspectise on the Nicaraguan
resolution
Cardenal list talked about
liberation theology. ss Inch he described as -theology m favor of
the oppressed and the poor.- and
the influent,. of Arno icon poetry
on his life and skulk
ale. .1)
**American p wit s st
.1e.1111‘4
1111pCtli111111,id. -II Is 111C pOellA
a.-
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EVERY TUESDAY

College Night at Dive Bar
9:00 pm to Close

(408) 249-4611
CA Insurance
License //OBI 80 73
Or apply at our website:
www.baycrestinsuranceservices.com

missed (he pledge ruling and
oserturned the de, ’,ion on medical marijuana - a frequent fate of
itl mg,. by the 9th Circuit.

LOFT

Your rate can be $64-$123 per month’. It’s fast and
online. So, apply today at my website below.

ott

(with college ID)

$2 Bud Draft $3 Kamikazes
$3 Cuervo Shots
Weekly Drink Specials
Red Bull Specials

HALLOWEEN PARTY

BARA

Faculty 6- Student

SATURDAY OCT. 29

Dancing, Psychic Reader, Costume Contest for SS and more!
Bar

Leung.. I 111111ards

I Music

Discount
Sundays
,y0

I Dancing I Private Events

04 off
(with Tower Card)

DIVE Bar I Not Your Typical Dive
78 E. Santa Clara

_
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DRINK SPECIALS & GIVEAWAYS WITH:
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You’re young. You’re healthy. But
life is
unpredictable. All it takes is one
one fall, one
biff, and the financial pain ran outweigh the
physical. Whether you’re laid out on the snow, sand
or grass, you’re going to wish you were covered.
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Conservatives pick fight with court

VOTED BEST NEW BAR BY METRO READERS
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Awareness week
draws to a close

BY PATRICIA !BARRA
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Breast cancer survivor tells
women to screen fin. disease

leek

Yuka Maeda, left, a graduate studei it studying iturtAny, pins d pink ribbon onto Alex Lhulan duriiio the Breast Cancer Itiorkstiop hel d in
Ohlono toom of the Student Union as part of Breast Cancer Awareness Week on Tuesday.
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OPEN
,Cookingfor a meaningfUl career?
Become a Licensed Acupuncturist
Sunday October 30th, 1:00 to 4.0o pm

’I 1’c

lealth Fair 10:00 am to 1:00 pm
Master’s & Doctoral Degree Program,
2 Year College Entrance Requirement
Financial Aid Available
Nationallt

It

Lingerie & Adult Boutique
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Catty Plot Sires and Couples C,,sippa,
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FIVE BRANCHES INSTITUTE
College &
ofTrthlitional Cbimv A lelicine
3031 Tisch Way, San Jose Near Santana Row
(408) 260-0208 www.fivebranches.cdu
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Non -hormonal birth control hotline:
methods and study opportunity
*Free Supply of condoms
’Research opportunity in a new
contraceptive study of a vaginal gel
*Flee information on available methods
(Up to $575 compensation for your time and travel)
CALL OUR INFORMATION LINE
AT 800-300-5767
Sponsored by CFI-IC, a non-profit health organization
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County of Santa Cruz

Auditor II
Monthly Salary S4.510 - S5.274

Auditor I
Monthly Salary S4.118

Application Deadline for both positions: 11/14/05
A lob description with a supplemental question
and application materials are available online(h

www.santacruzcountyjobs.com
Santa Cruz County, Personnel Department
701 Ocean Street, film. 310

Mnn-Sat
13,30am-6:3in
(408)99*BM

S4 812

These positions perform internal arid external financial,
management and compliance audit assignments, including surveying functions and activities in order to determine the nature of
the operations to be audited; collect and analyze evidential data;
document work in the form of work papers prepared in
accordance with audit standards; prepare written reports and
make oral presentations; may act as a team leader: and perform
other duties as required.

Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Phone: (831) 454-2600
TDD: (831) 454-2123
Tho Coolly ad Siantil Cm, is sin op., orpoo room, ammo.
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Football team ready to run circles around Bulldogs’ defense
BY JIMMY DURKIN
Staff Writer
The San Jose State University
football team will make its final trip
out of the Pacific time zone this season when it travels to Ruston, La.,
for a Western Athletic Conference
showdown with Louisiana Tech
University at 4 p.m. on Saturday at
Joe Aillet Stadium.

FOOTBA
Overall record WAC record
0-4
1-6
Jpcommg game
Saturday @ Louisiana Tech
Spartans (0-4 VV.-Xt.
The
1-6 overall) will try to end their .1 \
game losing streak when they lace
the Bulldogs.
Louisiana Tech (2-1 WAC.
3-3 overall) is fresh off a 40-14
non-conference win over North
Texas. and is now 3-0 at home.
Spartan coach Dick Tomey said
despite the Bulldogs’ unblemished
home mark, the real challenge is the
talent Tech brings to the table.
"I think it’s a misnomer that people have a home -field advantage."
Tomey said. "I think the hardest

part of playing a team on the road
is playing the team itself. I don’t
think the road trip really matters
very much."
Tomey also said that last week’s
success on offense against the
University of Hawai’i will be difficult to match given Tech’s strength
on defense. The Bulldogs’ defense
ranks second in the WAC. allowing
355 total yards per game.
"I think they have the best defense we’ve played," Tomey said.
"They have excellent quickness,
excellent speed on defense, which
is. I think, a byproduct of the fact
that there’s so many football players in that pan of the country that
have great football backgrounds
and great passion for the game."
SJSU senior defensive lineman
Kinji Green said the Spartans have
the ability to stop the Bulldogs.
"If you do your job, they won’t
score," Green said. "We can’t look
at how effective or explosive their
offense is. You have to look at yourself more. If you do your job, you
can stop any offense."
Tech coach Jack Bicknell said he
has a lot of respect for the Spartans.
and believes they are playing better
than their record indicates.
"I mean this sincerely. San Jose

TRY DIFFERENT KINDS OF

SUSHI

oan tot
wire c^‘
vs

RISK FREE!

State is a very, very good football
team," Bicknell said. "They’ve had
some tough losses, but when we
look at them, they’re just a very,
very athletic, good football team."
Making improvements
The Spartans continue to improve every week even though the
results don’t reflect that. Tomey
said.
"Our improvement on third
down was great," Tomey said. "We
were getting more on first and second downs, which enabled us to
make those improvements."
SJSU
was
successful
on
7 -of-14 third-down conversions
against Hawari, an improvement
from the 22.1 percent conversion
rate it had entering the game.
Sophomore quarterback Adam
Tafralis also had a strong effort,
completing 22 -of-35 passing for
262 yards and two touchdowns.
"Clearly, right now, Adam gives
us the best chance to win," Tomey
said. "We’re excited about his progreSS.Tomey noted that the Spartans
will need to continue to improve
their turnover margin. SJSU ranks
seventh in the WAC with a minus-3
margin.
"That’s the number one thing
in football that leads to winning,"
*Forney said. "We need to get better at protecting the ball."
The Spartans had four turn -

KEVIN WHITE / DAILY STAFF

San Jose State University quarterback Adam Tafralis attempts to run past two defenders during the
homecoming game this past Saturday. The Spartans will face Louisiana Tech University at 6 p.m.
Saturday in Ruston, La,
"I take a lot of pride in being able
overs in the loss to Hawari, includ- quarterback sneaked better than we
ing two Tafralis interceptions and a did."
to be a part of that."
fumble by Tafralis on first-and -goal
Freshman kicker Jared Strubeck
at the Warriors’ 1 -yard line when he ranks 10th in the WAC in scoring
Run, Spartans, run
tried to jump over the pile of play- with six points per game and the
ers.
Spartans have recovered three of
SJSU had its second -highest
"He didn’t have to jump on first his four attempted onside kicks,
rushing yards total in the loss to
down." Tomey said. "That’s not a
"He’s a very talented young Hawai’ I, gaining 170 yards on
good play, but you live and learn. man," Tomey said. "He was fight- 35 carries while scoring three
The difference in the game was they ing for his job when he got here, but touchdowns. It was the high now he’s very relaxed.
est total since gaining 253 yards
"He kicked every kick ex- in the season -opening 35-24 win
actly where we wanted him to on over Eastern Washington and just
Saturday."
the second time this season the
Struheck said he puts a lot of Spartans topped 100 yards.
pride in helping the team through
Sophomore Yonus Davis led the
the kicking game.
way with 66 yards on 11 carries. in in the SunVision 28LE
"When I first came here in the eluding a 20-yard touchdown run.
summer, the coaches put RE per"If it wasn’t for the offensive
cent emphasis on the special teams lineman coming out and work TheUltimateTarming.com
and the kicking game," Strubcck ing hard every day in practice. we
said. "The first meeting was on wouldn’t be able to establish the
376 E. Taylor, 1.2 Miles Neil& of SJSU
special teams,
running game," Davis said.
*For New Clients On
Student Discounts w/ valid student ID

ULTIMATE TANNING SALON
Grand Opening, October 29th!
Free Week of Tanning*

901b.a,,,4
PaMi
NJ, roi,’ ’

(408) 287-8900

RV

n,

,OWNif \NN I (1171..1,0N

i&177.11/
Jap. irvse 9,N

Campus each -In
on Propositions 75 Et

76,
the two propositions on the upcoming (Nov. 8) Special Election ballot
that have the greatest potential impact on the CSU, and
on the lives of SJSU students, faculty and staff.
Come hear both sides from SJSU professors,
ask questions, and educate yourself; your future depends on it!

DATE: Monday, October 31
2-4 pm
TIME:
PLACE: Morris Dailey Auditorium
Moderator: James Brent (Political Science)
1st hour: Arguing pro -75:
Arguing anti -75:
2nd hour: Arguing pro -76:
Arguing anti -75:

Howard Combs (Marketing)
Jonathan Karpf (Anthropology)
Lydia Ortega (Economics)
Liz Cara (Occup. Therapy)

This is a free event, open to all members of the campus community and the general public. There will be an
opportunity for audience questions. Contact Jonathan Karpf (408-924-5721) for additional information.
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Spartans topple visiting Gaels
Victory is first in seven tries against Saint Mary’s College
BY JIMMY DURKIN
),
San Jose State I:niversity’s
sophomore forward Nicole Irwin
blasted a left -footed shot from
30 yards out into the upper right
corner of the net with 3:28 left in
the second overtime Wednesday to
give the Spartan women’s soccer
team a 3-2 win over Saint Mary’s
College at Spartan Stadium.

3
2
The win was SJSU’s first -ever
victory over Saint Mary’s after having lost the past six annual contests
dating hack to 1998.
"This is extremely big.’ Irwin
said. "Not only because it boosts
our confidence for the next two
games, but because this team in our
history has ever beaten the Gaels,
so it’s big."
It was also SJSU’s first
nonconferencewin thisseason,snap
ping a It -9 2 slide for the Span:ill-(4-11-2), who finish the regular season Friday at Fresno State
University and Sunday at home
against the University of Nevada
before heading to the Western

Athletic Conference tournament
Nov. 3-5 in Boise, Idaho.
"I was worried about (playing)
three games in live days, but now
I’m not so worried anymore," SJSU
coach Dave Siracusa said. "It’s going to be a confidence booster, the
girls are happy and that’s the most
important thing right nowAtter the Spartans ti
1-0 lead on junior midfielder
Andrea Puljiis second goal of the
season 11:25 into the second half,
the Gaels scored twice in the 71st
minute to take the lead.
SJSU’s senior goalkeeper Erin
Lavey saved back-to-back pointblank shots by Gaels’ freshman forward Mia Tofano and senior midfielder Gen Hollis, before Torano
knocked a shot past Lavey at the
71:02 mark.
Saint Mary ’s senior forward
Katie Francine scored on a penalty
shot 24 seconds later to give the
Gaels the lead. Freshman forward
lecsica Scott knocked in the game goal (or the Spartans with
; left in the game to tie it up at

2-2 and allow the Spartans to win
in osertime.
"We don’t have a lot of victories
this year, so come-from-behind
ones are important and overtime
victories are really important."
Siracusa said.
Murphy. who also assisted on
both Scott and Puljil’s goals, said
the win will help the team’s confidence as it closes out the season.
"It’s a good boost to go into the
WAC tournament next weekend."
Murphy said. So, we’re looking
forward to that."
SJSU is currently tied with Boise
State University for fourth place in
the Western Athletic Conference.
The Spartans’ final isso games could
move them ansii here front first to
sixth place in the WA(’. SJSU has
already clinched a spot in the conference tournament, hut a top-two
Imish would give the Spartans a
first -round bye and automatically
put them in the semifinals.
The winner of the WA(’ tournament earns a berth into the NCAA
tournament.
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Marleau scores on breakaway, lifts
San Jose past Stars in overtime
DA II \s \Pi
Patrick Marle.m breakaway
goal .1.21/iii r ri cantle lifted San Jose to a 5-4 victory over the Dallas Stars on Wednesday night and
snapped the Sharks’ four-game losing streak.
Dallas took a 4-3 lead into the final minute of
regulation hut Marco Sturm’s posser-play rebound
with 19.9 seconds left tied it.

5
4

ing on in the second period in relief of starter esa
Toskala.
Rookie Jussi Jokinen scored two second -period
goal. tot
Jetc I cilium] added a goal and two assists toi
Dallas in the Ina! meeting cut the season between the
[’actin. Disision its ,ils
1)alcy also scored for Dallas. Turco made
ei
U , ,ao c.. IS in the third period.
I Lilco had been 7-0-1 for his career against San
.11,W

Brenden Morrow drew a high -sticking penalty
with 38 seconds left to give the Sharks a power play,
and San Jose pulled goaltencier Nolan Schaefer to
make it a 1aon-4 skating ads :image.
FiteStats thought they d ’,ore,’ the winner
CI I irile
on
20 sec. onds into the live -minute
Moo , cis s rebound. hut the goal ss a dlaanln ed because it came after an official’s is histle
Sunni set up the winning goal si lii 1 clearing pass
to center Ise that ended up on the stick cut 51arleau.
Si ho Si ent into the Dallas /one alone.
Ile as cured his titth goal cut the season when his
forehand beat goaltendo Marts RH co
Marcel Goc. Scott ilannan and Jonathan
Cheechoo also had goals Irri he Sharks.
Schaefer Made 12 .as.e. iii In" N111, debut, com-

;Ok’ notched his hist N111, goal on a deflection :it
b:27 of the opening pei turf
Hannan added his nisi 14 the season 31i seconds
later to gi\ San lilac a cwt. k 2-0 advantage.
Lelainen inadc it 2 I at 15:09 of the first period
with his atsiftgoal ,ut the season.
Cute ss as in aided a penahs shot at 17:22 when
Turco Rues% Ins stick it the ’nick on a breakaway
Goc failed to sons ort on the attempt when he hred
high on the backhand
Dallas took ; 2 Icad itt the second i)ei n0 \s hell
Daley scored his nisi ,ut the season and sec. ond 01 Ins
career at h:40 Jokinen added his third of the season
12
onds latet to make it 4-2.
lit n tiulled loskala after the
R, it
list ’Amen goal Jok men got his knirth of the sea N, in at 1 UIol the sec unsl period. knocking a rebound
past ‘schactei I lice, Iwo countered at 1024 to nat.
tin\ Dallas e,h.e to I

gg1 was

worried about (playing) three
games in five days, but now I’m not so
worried any more."

4’

Festival 2005
Sunday, October 30, 2005

v;ESTIVAL

"Politically Incorrect, Out rdgeously
Funny, Classic French Comedy"

Dave Siracusa Spartan head coach
SAN

Chinese Cuisine

Your ad here!

FOOD TO GO
15toidnt,n

Call 924-3270

ii11

111,010

rtrt41 Ihtinvr
/brill

for more information.

\lt I \

I

(
Soirtebn

11,, JO

t%’e accept:

VISA MC AMEX DIS

V1)(01Q
294-3303 or 998-9427

tenth hf
I,

,,j,,55

Purchase Student tickets
online at www sptf org
or call 925-866-9599
or purchase at the door

111111,sc"EphOill14"

131 E. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street

"The Mad Adventures of Rabbi Jacob"
Sunday. October 30 at 1 -00PM
The Syrian Bride

Sup Oct

.30

3:00 pm

The Richie Boys

Sun On

30

530 pm

Camera 12
201 South Second Street, San Jose, California
SIM

1

grass
Whe
ner,
really is
the re arch

*eLtraohlinary,
and Alk people friend!
State

Compensation

Insurance

’poly your knowledge and skills in the post
If:you’re ready
graduation job r oar {set, t hen toss your hat in with State Fund.
State Fund, t he leading workers compen sat ion instlfonce
(-artier itt California, is interested in graduates seeking
opportunity and stability. We offer a wide range of positions
throughout California, plus an environment that will foster
your continued growth.

Fund

Career opportunities
may bearallable in
Maiketing
COMMUN.: iti
Under ve ding
Clinic

SetviceCustomer Service
le;a1
iritotmation lectincilogy

0.1:Ine7S

At State Fund you’ll find exceptional be netts, professional
training to expand your horizons, and many advancement
possibilities.

Finance and Accounting
Human Resc,urces

Lear n how you can Join us by visiting www.scitcom Of by
contacting Human Resources at 415 565-1722. Then launch
your career with state Fund and rise to new heights.

STATE
OOOOOO
FUND

Stile Riral

car, eqiiS

cloorrurvtyernpioyer

Oregon State University is a cutting -edge
research community that’s making a
powerful difference in the world...thanks
to students like you.
If you want a grad school experience like
no otherone that includes community,
creativity, collaboration, and incredible
natural beautycome to Oregon State
University where the grass is green
almost year-round.

The Graduate School
Outstanding graduate programs
in forestry, engineering,
oceanography, public health,
exercise & sport science, creative
writing, education, environmental
sciences, and more..

You’re just one click away from being here:

oregonstate.edu/dept/grad_school/
Visit us at the California Forum for
Diversity this Saturday, October 29th
at Sacramento State

OSU
Oregon State

r-
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Lyrical Discipline to feature hip hop showcase at SJSU
BY RACHEL

HILL

Daily Senior Staff W,,t

A barrage of hip-hop artists and emtalents on
cees will flank their it iii
the mic during Lyrical Disc ipline’s Fourth
Year Anniversary Shins on tianinla night
at San Jose State Unisersity ’s Barrett
Ballroom in the Student Union.
Hip Hop Congress, along with Lyrical
Discipline, will be hosting the emcee battle and hip -hop concert that boasts a lineup
of underground hip-hop artists including Wildchild with DJ Routes and MED.
Lunar Heights and Cali Agents Masco and
Planet Asia).
"This anniversary show will be a full
and complete hip -hop experience." tylical
Discipline member Joseph McLette said.
"I believe that this w ill probably be one of
to
the biggest shows - - It not the best
hit San Jose this year."

ggwe

brought out some other artists that don’t normally come to San Jose.
That was our focus for the anniversary to provide artists that are not
seen often."

Emcees, including Shamako
Orugusaki and some
Discipline. N% ill battle each other tot title
of event t hampin Melanie said he will
he haulm!’ on Me ink ’,phone to defend
his title limn Lit eat slum.
pie -sale on
I ’,let pike, Me
\NO, site, 05555.1)ric
Ly mat Discipline
aldiscipine.com. Ificket prices at the door
will be $12 at time it the LA ent.
Emcee battles ate nothing new for the
hip -hop group Lytical Discipline has
put on slums at Catetil)1 lot the past few

Joseph McLette, Lyrical Discipline co-founder
was our focus
tor the anniserszu-y to
pros ide artists that are not seen often."

Disc jockeys will be spinning various
tunes as attendees anise for the event, and

the dance floor will be open for anyone to
bust some moves. Doors open at 5 p.m.
and promoters expect the show to go well
p.m..
into .
the
11:30
around
dnight
ias
ette
Lc
M

years. Mt:Lent: footled Lyrical Discipline
55ith his emcee partner Stovart Mahoney.
McLette graduated from SJSC in 21)03.
while Mahone still attends the universe y
"1 his veal Is. :ire trying to make the

McLette said hip-hop group Zion I
will be a special guest at the show but the
group might not be performing.
Hip Hop Congress member David

ekent a little hit !urge’ and Vie hought
out sonic mho ;mists that don’t nonnally
11) timi
\ 1,1 cll.. said. -.1bat

Manson said his
group is happy
co-sponsor
to

TRUDYS

,
.
44

I hr Pr unrArd %hopping
s
Sulk: A I IA
t ’ainphell. CA 95008
Plume: 408 477 1587
Web:
Irml)bridr. cent

- -

shows with organizations such as Lyrical
Discipline. The groups both seek to increase the hip hop community at SJSU
and in San Jose in general. Manson said
events like the anniversary show are held
in an effort to bolster San Jose’s "subtle"
hip-hop scene.
"To me. it is very important that the hip
hop community in San Jose gets as intich
recognition as possible." Mason said.
"When you put on shows such as Lyrical
Discipline’s Fourth Year Anniversary, we
are kind of creating a beacon to those who
_

Trii,h’s is NOW 111RING tor Bridal
Ot tl is..
It wirkine in one it
will us

and Pton,
4,4111117,

I
1,1, I

ill,
111d12SM.M1‘
Mt1.1-1:g to Non then pleas,

the numenaus
1111.4.,111.111,1t1c1Iirl1t ti.Ilts ,111
At ml.r.
otrortiniai, aiailahlr l’on will also lineto rin:et \Vali other
shar al,to ask am qii,stioie
mac has, You ma% illtr,teiulvttc,l
toi 1,,It
Iliti rri
$21’ lir! suit, ,s10, I, 0..101,,,111.1 tOI all un.

$

rer hour plus

Date: Sunday, October 30. 2005
Time: 5:45pm to 7:30pm
Location: Trudy’s in The Pruneyard in Campbell
Please RSVP. hy Thursday, October 17

to Shana

Bliss at 510.673.2407

Lyrical Discipline Fourth Year
Anniversary
Where; Barrett Ballroom, Student
Union
When: Saturday. Oct. 29. Doors open
at 5 p.m.
lickets: $10 pre -sale at www.lyricaldis
ripline.com. $12 at the door

www.HKTrial.com
Ill III!,111 %nut. %ay to
far ftguaranteed. Sometime, Still lis
a lecl plav ing field. Whether our matter relate-. to ciS ’II litigation. criminal
Ilk hi NI.
iteletc-c or immigration. call tile
kW 014 it ",
,

1/1C/T,9

may not be aware of how large hip-hop is
in San Jose."
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL AND EXTENDED STUDIES

3unIts
in13
Winter Session 2006
Classes meet January 3-20, 2006
Register online starting Nmember -. 2005
or in class in January 3.
View courses, get registration
and payment forms online now

www.winter.sjsusedu
/***1
4’.**
rr
\

Pick up a FREE printed schedule*
in the Student Services Center,
Spartan Bookstore, Student Union
Information Center or

San Jose State

International and Extended Studies

UNIVERSITY

lobby, 210 N. Fourth street, Suite 301.

January
2006
3-tuesday
4-wednesday
5-thursday
6-friday
9-monday
10-tuesday
11-wednesday
12-thursday
13-friday
17-tuesday
18-wednesday
19-thursday
20-friday

* Beginning Winter 2007, Winter program information will be ONLY available
online at www.winter.sIstfedu

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ALREADY ATTEND SJSU TO ENROLL.

purpose:
to empower students to positively and
effectively build our community around
issues of diversity, raise social
consciousness, and promote social change

leadership
toda
retreat
leadership
student
d
ecn
avd
aY

Creating Community in a Diverse World

40 SJSU Students
4 days + 3 nights (no cost)
Gain Lifelong Leadership Skills
Return with Amazing Memories

Applications and Information Available at:
MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center (3rd Floor, Student Union)
Student Life and Leadership (Old Cafeteria Building)
Student Union Information Center
Student Services Center
Residence Hall Offices
Applications Due: November 4th at 5.00PM
Questions?
Contact Nam Nguyen at 924.5950

Applications Available Now
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Playwright returns to campus
Alumnus Luis Valdez celebrates 40 years with theater group
BY CHEETO BARBERA
Daily Staff Writer
To commemorate the 40th anniversary
of El Teatro Compesino, San Jose State
University will honor theater founder and
San Jose State alumnus Luis Valdez today
with a panel discussion of his work and a
reading of two of his plays.
Valdez, who attended San Jose State
in the early 1960s and formed the first
Mexican -American theater group has
written several plays and screenplays.
including "La Bamba." the story of 1950s
singer Richie Valens, and "Zoot Suit,"
the story of Mexican-American youths in
Los Angeles during World War II.
"What this means to me is it comes
full circle," Valdez said. "After 40 years,
it seems appropriate - it’s appropriate to
be at San Jose State because this is where
it all began for me."
The panel discussion on the legacy
of El Teatro Compesino, which starts at
10 a.m. in Hugh Gillis Hall, will include
Valdeis wife and professors from different uni crsities including SJSU, Stanford,
Brown and UC Davis.
"Gives a new meaning what it means
to be a Chicana or a Chicano in this culture," said Ethel Walker, a professor for
the department of radio, television, theatre and film and organizer for the day’s
events. "That is a kind of excitement. We
want to be inspiring and informative.
This is why we have scholars coming in
to add and intellectual depth. -

Company members from El Teatro
Compesino will read two plays written
by Valdez, one he wrote while a student
at San Jose State.
"The Shrunken Head of Pancho Villa,"
Valdez’s first full-length play, was produced in 1965 by the San Jose State theater department.
The second play. "Earthquake Sun,"
one of Valdez’s newest plays, was produced for the San Diego Reparatory
Theatre.
Valdez will conclude the day with a
keynote address at 4:30 p.m.
All the events are free.
El Teatro Compesino is a theater group
based out of San Juan Bautista, formed in
1965 as a part of Valdez’s effort to reach
out to farm labor.
"The most amazing thing is the initial work he did was he used the theater
to organize farm workers," said Marcos
Pizarro, an associate professor in the
Mexican -American studies department.
"He said, ’We don’t need lot of money
for props. We just need people to get on
a truck bed.’ That was the most amazing
thing."
According to Pizarro. Valdez has
worked for the rights of the Mexican American farm workers in California.
"More than what he means in terms
of a (purely) cultural impact, it is what
he means in terms of cultural expression
and social change," Piiarro said. "He was
who somebody used the arts and creativits .ind the pots er if the People,

When Valdez was first forming his
theater group, which was for farm workers in California, he began to work with
Cesar Chavez, who lived in the same
area of San Jose as he did.
"Looking back 40 years, it is not a
coincidence that I worked with Cesar
Chavez," Valdez said. "We lived in the
same neighborhood and believed in same
causes."
Walker said Valdeis work has put
him on the level with student activists
John Carlos and Tommie Smith, who
were honored last week with the unveiling of statues.
"He is one of greatest artists who ever
lived." Walker said. "We are trying to educate young people to a movement that is
often not talked about. Just a week after
the dedication of the statues for student
activists Tommie Smith and John Carlos.
we are coming behind it with anothei
student activist."
Walker added that Valdez helped to
lay the groundwork for the Chicano
movement in California.
Pizarro said Valdez has contributed to
advancing change through the use of the
arts and theater.

PHIL BEDROSSIANi DAILY STAFF

Dontano Givens, a senior majoring in sociology, admires an altered bicycle that
passed through campus on Tuesday.

Some of Friday’s movie releases
The Weather Man rated R
starring I’,

Saw II

ris Cage. Michael Caine, Hope Davis, Nicholas Hoult

rated R

starring Donnie \A

Luis Valdez

iiig. Beverley Mitchell,Tobin Bell

Prime rated PG- 13

What A panel discussion about the past
40 years of El Teatro Compesino, and
keynot address by Valdez
Where: Hugh Gillis Hall
When: I 0 a.m., address at 4.30 p

starring Meryl5ti eijp. uri la Thurman. Bryan Greenberg,

The Legend of Zorro

rated PG

starring Antonio Band.’

DB H 209
PliNJ: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
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CLASSIFIEDS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised below nor
is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of the
Spartan Daily consist of paid advertising and offerings are not
approved or verified by the newspaper

FOR SALE
BED-QUEEN ORTHOPEDIC Mattress set New. still in plastic,
warranty $175 (408)690-3331

CAMPUS CLUBS
$600 GROUP FUNDRAISER BONUS 4 hours of your group s
time PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising programs EQUALS
$1,000-53,000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for up
to $600 in bonuses when you schedule your fundraiser with
CampusF undraiser Contact CampusFundraiser (888) 923-3238
or visit www campusfundraiser corn

SERVICES
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN $69.00 per year. Save 30%-60%
(includes cosmetic) For info call
1-800-655-3225 or
www studentdental corn or
WNW goldenwestdental corn

Email: classified(wcasa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com

PT NANNY WANTED for children 6mo and 3yrs Wed 12-5 HIGHLY MOTIVATED PERSON for rewarding career in financial
Tues and/ or Thurs 12-5 Flexible hours Hands-on, friendly services (650)380-2856
References (408)621-2642
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare. PT. in the afternoon No ECE
ATTENTION SJSU STUDENTS ’PART-TIME OPENINGS
’$1500 BASE-appt Vector, the company for students, has part- units required Previous experience with children a must. Please
call 248-2464
time openings available for customer sales/service
The positions offer numerous unique benefits for students
STUDIO 8 NIGHTCLUB Now Hiring Barbacks, Cashiers,
HIGH STARTING PAY
Cocktailers. Security. VIP Host & Promoters Apply in person. Th
’FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
& Fn. 7-30pm-9:00pm 8 So First St. Dwntwn S J
’internships possible
PART TIME MOTHER’S HELPER needed Housescleaning,
’All majors may apply
laundry, household organization Hours flexible-10 to 15 hours
’Scholarships awarded annually
per week (408) 297-7002
’Some conditions apply
’No experience necessary
START@ $70 FOR A 5-HOUR EVENT! Promote brands by
’Training provided
distributing samples/ brochures and/ or demonstrating products to
Earn income & gain expenence! Watch for us on -campus consumers Premier in-store Promotions Company and authorized
throughout the semester or CALL 615-1500 9am-5pm
agency of Mass Connections. Inc. has great opportunities
wvAv workforstudents.comisisu
in various CA cities Positions available are part-time, mostly
ACTION DAY NURSERY Primary Plus seeking Infant, Toddler weekends, and typically 5 hours For more information and to
& Preschool Teachers 8 Aides FT & PT positions available apply online. visit www eventsandwornottons corn
Substitute positions are also available that offer flexible hours
ECE units required for teacher positions but not req for Aide
positons Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
Please call Cathy for an interview@247-6972 or fax resume to
248-7433

PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles
ESL is a specialty Grace@831 252-1108 or
Evagarce@aol corn or visit
wren/ gracenotesediting com

ESBA SEEKS LIFEGUARDS and Aquatic Specialists, PT or FT,
in San Jose Flex hours/ days. Monday-Saturday Call Tiago@
408 295-0228 Send resume to jobs@esba.org or fax to 408 2759858 $9 82-$14 50/ hour DOE

students 800 509 2703
questrons@pirronelaw corn

RECREATION JOBS AT THE Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec Dept.
Positions open now for Leaders, Afterschool Elem Sch Age
ChildCare Recreation/Ennchment Programs M-F AM/PM shifts
avail T 8Th PM shifts avail $7.83-$11.32/hr to start, depending
on exp. No ECE credits required. Kathy@408 354-8700 X245

PART-TIME RESEARCHER
Reliable and detail onented individual m ret ord information from
local courthouse Flexible hours Training provided Excellent
wage Please email your interest or resume totobs@ncrcredit corn
or fax to 408-360-0890

PT NANNY - SILVER CREEK Busy, professional family is
Position is PT.
seeking a nanny for their 7 and 10 year old
MTN, 2-00 to 5-00 PM, Thurs 12 30 to 5 00 PM Nanny must have
STRONG VALUES and work ethic a good sense of humor, be
interested in child development and be calm, flexible, and reliable
SWIM TEACHERS Year round program, indoor pool Experience
References required SALARY 510.12 Please contact Denise at
BEAUTYCLUB Haircut for men $7 & women $10 Hair coloring with children a must Teaching expenence not required AM/ PM/ 408 472.2345 cell
$151 up Wax 55/ up Full set nails $151 up Pedicure $13 WE shifts available Email resume. sdavis@avac us
FOR RENT
Manicure $8 Located @ 505 S 10th St Ste 205 (corner of NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job. we can help, Access
William 810th -upstairs) CALL (4081 993-2250
over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS (the SJSU Career Center’s
online
job
Its
and
bank)
internship
easy,
visit
us
at
www
careerce
LEGAL PROBLEMS? Law Offices of Pirrone & Pirrone, LLP
offers free consultations and discounted legal services to nter sjsu edu, sign in and search SpartaJOBS!

OPPORTUNITIES

BEST PART-TIME GIG EVER!!!!
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS $14 50/HR to start
Take our short computer based course now to earn extra money in 408-340-1994 So Bay
next tax season Finish the course at your own pace at home
650-777-7090 No Bay www.funstudentwork corn
Call Javed @ Jackson Hewitt Tax Service:408-813-6212
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK wl teens w/ developmental
CASH FOR YOUR OPINION Lawyers want your opinions $60 disabilities in After-School Program in San Jose PT. weekdays.
for 5 hours-CASH, Availability on 12/1, 12/2, or 12/3 Location 2p-6p Flexible scheduling. Must have completed 6 ECE units
hotel, San Jose Call (800) 727-5056
$10/ hr Great opportunity for students pursuing a career in special
education Questions? Call Lesle, 510 835-2131 X104. Send
WANTED
resume to jobs@esba.org or fax to 510 444-2340 or mail 180
SPERM DONORS NEEDED The Palo Alto. Ca branch of the Grand Ave Ste 300 Oakland, CA 94612. EOE
California Cryobank is seeking men of all ethnicities for our sperm BRINKS NOW HIRING FT/PT Armored Truck Drivers Must have
donor programs If you are currently attending college or hold a BA clean background Clean driving record. Pass DOT physical
degree you can earn up to $900/mo. receive a free comprehensive exam Pass drug screen Ability to qualify for gun permit. 21 years
health screening & help infertile couples For More information or of age Excellent Benefits! Paid Training! The career you want
to apply online please visit wveN.cryobankdonorecom
The benefits you need For more information call (408) 436-7717

X-LARGE-2BD-2-BLOCKS
FROM SJSU

2bd apartment with walk in closets Great tor students/
roommates!, Great Floor Plan, Washer & Dryers on premisis
Parking available. Only $1.050/ mo, may work with you on the
deposit!! (408)378-1409
TIRED OF SHARING A BATHROOM? Come see our huge
2 bedroom 2 full bath, over 1000 sq foot apartment Walking
distance to SJSU. Newly remodeled Laundry facilities. Parking.
Security Gate Easy access to Bay Area freeways Substantially
larger than others! $1195/ mo (408) 947-0803
GREENTREE APTS Newer Large 1 8 2 Bed Rm Units Park like
grounds. Patio. Gated. W&D hook up Close to HY101 & 280
Rent start from $905. 995 Tully Rd San Jose 294-6200
LIVE 1/2 BLOCK from Campus 2 BD on 6th St $950 New
Carpet 408 309-9554

ROOMS FOR RENT Beautifully remodeled rooms available on
13th Street & Saint James Each room has a private entrance
& full bathroom All utilities included except phone/DSL There
is a fully equipped community kitchen & coin-operated laundry
facility onsite. TV, minifridge & microwave included in each
TEACHER / ASSISTANT (ECE) TOP PAY! Immed. P/T, FIT pos room. Furnished & unfurnished available $575-$600/month plus
EMPLOYMENT
Minimum 6 ECE units req’d. Must be able to commute. F/P must monthly parking fee. Please contact Magda@408 279-6100 or
email:magda@statewidere.com
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business. Perfect for students. be clear (408)287-3222
Earn up to $250 every weekend. Must have reliable truck or van
Heavy lifting is required. 408 292-7876

ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security Officers. PT/FT.
Flexible Grave Bonus. Commute up to 25 miles. (408) 247-4827
OUTREACH PROGRAM Counselors PT Elem Schools in Milpitas/
Santa Clara Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching asp
Need car Send resume/cover letter to. hr@girlscoulsofscc.org
TEACHERS/INSTRUCTORS PT Instructors elem. schools
Degree/Cred not required. Opp for teaching exp. Need car VM
408-287-4170 ext 408 EOE/AAE
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic individuals to work at nearby malls.
private events & country clubs. FT/PT avail We will work around
your school schedule. Must have clean DMV. Lots of fun & earn
good money. Call 408 867-7275
INTERNET WORK? $8.75-$38.50/ hr! PT/ FT/. $25 bonus.
Studentsurveysite.com/ sp3
SITTERS WANTED. $10./ Hour
Register FREE for jobs at student-sitters.com

FOR
SALE

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
6
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
29
31
32
36
37
38
40
43
45
46
47
50
51
52
54
57
58
61
62
63
64
65
66
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ACROSS
Was drav6n
Coal bunker
Ballroom number
Griffith or Zola
Sporty truck
Coral formation
More bouncy
Wireless
Naughty, naughty,
’Blonds?" kid
Crinkled fabric
Leaned over
Bucket handles
Job hunter’s need
Competes for
An outer planet
Nail polishes
Juicy pear
Bow shape
Androcles’ pal
Cloudbursts
Look up to
Diana singer
Familiar with
(2 wds
Hums along
Playing -card spots
Installed electnaly
Bronco -brake"
Tan language
Ulterior motive
Blown away
Bierstube order
Acquired
City near Syracuse
Multitudes
Where to see stars
Snappish

DOWN

Perchance
Urchins
Spock s captain
Yale grad
Cub Scout group
Put up
Tabloid twosome

Each line averages 25 spaces. Each letter, number, punctuation mark, and space is formatted into an ad line. The first
line will be set in bold type and upper case for no extra charge up to 20 spaces. A minimum of three lines is required.
Deadline is 10:00AM, 2 weekdays prior to publication.
somlIMIIM THROE LINE Int A RSIbilflIk A
2
3
DAYS:
I
4
3
$9.00
$12.00
$6.00
RATE:
$15.00
$18.00
RATE INCREASES Sion EACH ADDMON AL LINE AFTER OM THIRD LINE PER so
RATE INCREASES S200 EACH ADOTIONAL DAY AFTER THE METH DAY PER Alt
RATES ARE coNSSCUTIVE DAYS ONLY. ALL ADS ARE PREPAID No REFILNits iis
ADDMON AL WORDS MAY RE BOLD AT A CHARGE 01, Si in PER WORD
EREQUENCILLUSCIZIM
40, consecutive issues. WYE discount.
SISILSTI TOP NT RATE. 10% discount. Rate applies to student’s individual ads only. Not intended for businesses and ior other persons.
Frequency discount does not apply.
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CLASSIFIEDAD RATE INFORMATION
Now Submit and Pay for your Classifieds Online!
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News in brief from SJSU and the CSU system

Gov. works to muster support
ARCADIA (AP)
Gov.
Arnold
Schs+arienegger
Wtuned Wednesday
that legislators could push California
into It nightmouish era owl higher
taxes and runaway spending
unless voters endorse his pro,
p’sal to place tighter controls
on the state budget.
In a staged pool -side appearance at a private home.
the Repuhlican gosernor told
an tin II:111011 0111> audience
that Propositiim 76 would
give him the tools to fend off a
.legislature eager to dig deeper
into taxpayers pockets.
lie also suggested that
oo idiom greater budget diso mime. the state might be
unable to !met the mounting
(II Ii
for eery thing from
electric itOWer to health care to
highway.

’They have come to me
with ideas like raising the property tax, raising the income tax,
raising the taxes on the rich.
raising the sales tax, and the tax
on gasoline.- the governor said,
referring to the Legislature’s
Democratic leadership, which
opposes the initiative.
If we don’t get a yes vote
on Proposition 76 ... the other
aim nati+ e
that they is ill increase taxes. The governor’s warning
echoed earlier statements that
his Democratic rivals have dismissed as campaign scare tac,
tics. It would take Republican
support to enact any tax increase in the Legislature. sk loch
requires a two-thirds major0
vote.
With the election less than
III ii \seeks away, polls has,.

Board set to decide on
fee increase today

found the proposal trailing. along m.ith several other
Selo+ ai /enegger
1 he threat of a tax in
is not it real issue,"
said
Assemblyman
John Laool. a Santa Cm/
Democi at s hii Limit., the
Budget Committee.
-No tax mild he raised at
the state les el is ithout the governor’. :len:einem.- I :Intl ...al&
noted
Ile
11111
eN ell
II
a
tax proiiiisal did pas. the
I.egiskom C. it would need
the gois et nor
signature to
become law In the case of a
eto. the Leet,lature would
arain need it Iii 0 -thirds vote
to o

OCTOBER 27, 2005

THURSDAY

The California State University
Board of Trustees will vote today on
the 2006-2007
Support Budget
and Student Fee
Will the CSU
Increase.
Board of
The fee inTrustees vote
crease will he
to increase
implemented
if the proposed
fees? Find out
budget is apin Monday’s
proved by the
paper.
hoard.
The increase
is articulated as
’s percent mandatory increase for
all CSU undergraduates and a 10 percent mandatory increase for all CSU
graduate students.
Rebecca Bakleras, San Jose State
University Associated Students director of legislative affairs, said the

ide.

arrenegger. Laird said,
is try ing to sell his proposals
ss ith "the threat of taxes and
"
Scltsi

Photographers Association will be
holding a monthly photography open
to students of all majors to promote
creativity and appreciation of photography, according a press release
from the photographers club.
One winner chosen from among
four categories will have his or her
photo published in the Spartan Daily
on the first Monday of the following month. The categories include
portraiture, general humor and
landscapes/nature, according to the
press release.
Photos cannot be staged or digitally altered, and students can submit their entries by e-mailing 300dpi tiles no longer than 10 inches to
sjsunppaaegmail.com.
The deadline is the first Tuesday
of each month, and entrants must include their name, major, year. contact
information and entry category with
their submissions. Students can submit three entries per month.
Daily Staff

California State Student Association
is asking the board of trustees to stop
increasing student fees and start asking the state for the money needed to
fund the CSU system.
"They haven’t been asking (the
state) for the total amount that they
need to run the CSU,- Balderas said.
"They have to make up that gap
somehow, and they are increasing
our fees to do it."
Representatives from all 23 CSUs
intend to be at the meeting today to
protest the fee increase and ask the
board of trustees to amend the budget
proposal to that end.
Wu’ &wraith,. Daily Staff Writer

Campus club to start
monthly photo contest
San Jose State University students
who think they’re good behind a camera will soon have a way to prove it.
The
SJSU
National
Press

At John Muir/M1 Diablo Health System . iocated in the East San Francisco Bay
Area. extensive orientation and continuous training are the catalysts or increasing
your knowledge, skills and value to our collaborative teams We implement the
latest technologies, including Bedside Automated Charting. PACS System, a new
state-ol-the-art automated core lab. and robotic drug distribution

\N FRANO 151(1

We have nnny level

Students
Save 50%
on Symphony
Tickets!

New Git,t,

tt-ese Teas

NURSING - 6 MONTH RN RESIDENCY
PROGRAM STARTING FEBRUARY 2008
IMAGING TECHNOLOGY
CLINICAL LAB SCIENCE
ducatotS
hevoNI
Student Loan Forgiveness Program
Tuition Reimbursement
Relocation Assistance
National Specialty Certification Pay
Benefits within 30 days
Generous Paid Time Oft and Extended Sick Leave Benefits

Subscriber Benefits
Unlimited Ticket Exchange
Ticket Exchange by Phone
Create-Your-Own Series

For more informat
’ John Muir Medical
Center:
(925) 947-5215;
(925) 947-4497 MI. Diablo
Medical Center
(925) 674-2400: t. (925) 674-2439:
rrhay dlso 015.1 us
or lii, human.resources@imrndhs.corn
onh, www.jrnmdhs corn

Season Highlights
MU conducts Stravinsky’s
Oedipus Rex in a semi-staged production

JOHN MUIR

A MT. DIABLO

EALTH

SYSTEM

Violinist Sarah Chang plays Sibelius
David Robertson conducts Carnitna butane
Pianist Lang Lang plays Beethoven

THE TECH

IMAX

4

FILM FESTIVAL
2005 - OCTOBER 28/29/30

15 IMAX Films +3 Days = 1 Explosive E xperience!
subscribe!

-60 hl,plick sfsymphony.org
Enter

11689 in the promobon code 611i

TIME

FRIDAY, OCT. 28

SATURDAY, OCT. 29

SUNDAY, OCT. 30

Coral Reef

Forces of Nature

India: Kingdom of the Tiger

Lewis & Clark

Everest

Mysteries of Egypt

Mysteries of Egypt

Wired to Win*"

Mystery of the Nile

Magnificent Desolation:
Walking on the Moon

Lewis & Clark

Everest

Mystery of the Nile

Blue Planet

Coral Reef

Solar Max

Solar Max

Ocean Men

Destiny in Space

Magnificent Desolation:
Walking on the Moon

Wild California

Wild California

Ocean Men

Solar Max

Everest

Everest

Destiny in Space

Wired to Wince

Coral Reef

Magnificent Desolation:
Walking on the Moon

Haunted Castle

Haunted Castle

Haunted Castle

Eon AncIcs,(Timm

’SENSATIONAL!
A MARVELOUS FILM7

am
rn
noon

1101410.1.

"FRESH AND FIERCE!

THE LAUGHS CUT TO THE BONE:’
-Peter h avers

thr Xetu !lark ri ’Inca

"SHARPLY
COMICAL..

SUPERBLY
WRITTEN AND
ACTED’:

e [3:1 e e
e

ETI

5pm

7pm ,

" ’Wired to Win is a special speaker presentation and a sneak preview only (final cut available in 2006).
I AURA I INNEY

JPFF DANIELS

JESSE EISENBERG

OWEN KLINE

The SQUID gt WHALE
0IK)
II

ritt.-.E:\

A NI. by

Noah Bautobach

www squidandthewhelemovie.com

0 Els

’1"1.117,:zr
albo,

’AmERA CINEMAS
STARTS FRIDAY, CANBA
PRUNEIND
OCTOBER 28 Compbg 559’6900

(INEARTS

CINEARTS

CNAITS@NOAKNI WITSOPA
San lose 554-7000

Pato Alto i 650’493-3456

Experience these breathtaking IMAX films on the Giant 8 -Story Dome Screen surrounded by 13,000 watts of digital sound
from 44 speakers.
2005 FILM FESTIVAL TICKET PRICES

4

The Tech Museum of Innovation

Adults/Seniors/Children: $8.00 per film

201 South Market Street

Buy your tickets online at
www.thetech.org or call
408.294.TECH(8324) today!

San Jose, CA 951 1 3-2006

Members: Use your IMAX5 ($5 tickets)

TheTech

